Sensitivity analyses of precipitable water vapor retrieval from the ground-based infrared measurements in clear sky conditions," J. Appl. Remote Abstract. Feasibility of precipitable water vapor (PWV) retrieval from the ground-based infrared measurements in clear sky conditions was performed based on the radiative transfer simulation and retrieval experiments. The effects of aerosol, view zenith angle, and instrument spectral response function (SRF) on clear-sky infrared brightness temperature (T sky ) were analyzed. The results showed that atmospheric aerosol and SRF have obvious influence on T sky measurements and PWV retrievals. The relationship between T sky and PWV under low aerosol loading conditions is better than that of high aerosol loading conditions. Aerosol information is necessary for the inversion of high-precision PWV using a single-angle T sky measurement. T sky at the infrared atmospheric window (i.e., 10 to 12 μm) has a better exponential relationship with PWV than that covers 6.3 μm water vapor and 9.6 μm ozone absorption bands. Furthermore, a neural network (NN)-based PWV retrieval algorithm was proposed using dual-angle T sky measurements and near-surface air temperature (T air ). The results showed that the introduction of multiangle T sky can effectively reduce the influence of aerosol on PWV retrieval and improve the PWV retrieval accuracy. The determination coefficient, root-mean-square error, and bias of the NN model using dual-angle T sky (i.e., 0 deg and 30 deg) and T air were 0.989, 0.191, and 0.002 cm, respectively.
Introduction
Water vapor in the atmosphere and its changes are the main drivers of weather and climate change. 1, 2 It has important applications in precipitation and severe weather forecasting, atmospheric radiation research, water cycle, and global climate change research. 2, 3 Precipitable water vapor (PWV) is the total atmospheric water vapor contained in a vertical column of unit cross-sectional area extending from the Earth's surface to the top of the atmosphere. PWV is an essential parameter for climate energy budgets, hydrological cycles, and numerical weather prediction. 3, 4 Moreover, PWV is one of the main geophysical parameters that affect land surface remote sensing, such as land surface temperature and surface reflectance retrievals. [5] [6] [7] A number of techniques have been used to obtain the PWV such as radiosonde, GPS, microwave radiometer, ground-based sun photometer, and satellite remote sensing. [8] [9] [10] Radiosonde can provide high precision water vapor products, but it is usually released twice per day and its typical spatial resolution is about 200 to 300 km. 11, 12 Satellite remote sensing can provide PWV information at larger scales, but its accuracy and temporal resolution are usually lower than the ground-based remote sensing techniques. 13, 14 Ground-based remote sensing techniques such as microwave radiometer, GPS, sun photometer, and laser radar can measure PWV with high accuracy and high temporal resolution. 1, 9, [15] [16] [17] However, the ground-based remote sensing equipment is generally expensive and not convenient to carry. In contrast, infrared thermometers and infrared radiometers have the advantages of small volume and low cost, and are convenient to carry, which provides a possible way for low-cost PWV sounding. 18, 19 At present, a number of studies have been carried out to estimate PWV using ground-based infrared observations. Maghrabi and Clay used the clear sky temperature obtained by an IR radiometer observation and air temperature to estimate PWV. The detector was a thermopile with a spectral response from 6.6 to 20 μm. They compared the measurements of the cloud-free zenith sky with GPS PWV. The RMSE of the estimated PWV was about 2.3 mm. 18 Mims proposed a simple method for PWV estimation from the zenith clear sky brightness temperature (T sky ) by a handheld infrared thermometer. 19 Their results showed that the T sky is related to the GPS PWV. The exponential function was used to convert T sky to PWV, the RMSE of PWV estimation is ∼4.0 mm.
However, the existing research is mainly to perform PWV estimation based on the actual observation data of specific instruments with fixed SRF. The influences of SRF, aerosol, and view zenith angle (VZA) on T sky and PWV retrieval need further analysis. In this study, the feasibility of PWV retrieval for several SRFs under different atmospheric aerosol models were analyzed based on the radiative transfer simulations and retrieval experiments.
Theoretical Basis
The downwelling atmospheric radiance observed by a ground-based infrared radiometer at the cloud-free zenith sky can be expressed as 20 E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 1 1 6 ; 4 2 9
where B is the Planck function, λ is the wavelength, T sky is the clear-sky infrared brightness temperature, p s is the surface pressure, TðpÞ is the atmospheric temperature at pressure level p, and T λ ðpÞ represents the total transmittance of the atmosphere between the pressure p and surface. Furthermore, Eq. (1) can also be written as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 1 1 6 ; 3 2 3
where WðpÞ ¼ ∂T λ ðpÞ∕∂p is the weighting function. Equation (1) is fundamental for remote sensing of the atmosphere from ground-based infrared sensors. The downwelling radiance is the product of Planck function and the weighting function. The air temperature information is included in the Planck function, and the density profiles of relevant absorbing gases (i.e., H 2 O, O 3 , CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 O) are involved in the transmittance. 20 Therefore, the observed radiance will thus be directly or indirectly associated with the temperature and gaseous profiles. Figure 1 shows the transmittances of the major absorbing gases (i.e., H 2 O, O 3 , CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 O) in 5.0 to 14.5 μm for the standard mid-latitude summer (MLS) atmosphere. Water vapor exhibits absorption lines almost over the entire infrared spectrum, and the most pronounced absorption occurs in the 6.3-μm vibrational-rotational band. From about 8.3 to 12.5 μm, referred to as the atmospheric window, absorption due to atmospheric gases shows a minimum except the 9.6-μm ozone band. 20 There are also absorption bands for various greenhouse gases (i.e., the CH 4 7.6 μm band, the N 2 O 7.9 μm band) that can be used for their determination by remote sensing. The transmittance and weighting function are quite different over different spectral range, T sky is mainly related to atmospheric temperature and humidity profile over the spectral range in which water vapor is the dominant absorbing gas. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that aerosols also have influence on the infrared radiative transfer processes in addition to the absorption of gases. 20 Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the influence of wavelength and aerosol on PWV retrieval.
Dataset and Radiation Transfer Simulation

Dataset and Study Area
In this study, T sky was simulated using the clear sky global training database (SeeBor V5.0, 21 ) and MODTRAN (Moderate Resolution Atmospheric Transmittance Model, version 5.2). The training database consists of 15,704 profiles of temperature, moisture, and ozone at 101 pressure levels for clear sky conditions worldwide.
The study area was located over 30°to 40°N, 100°to 120°E. There were 198 profiles in the area (Fig. 2 ). The selected profiles can represent a variety of atmospheric conditions, with the elevation of these profiles ranges from 0 to 4572 m and the PWV ranges from 0.18 to 6.41 cm.
T sky Simulation
As mentioned above, T sky over different bands may be quite different. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the influence of spectral characteristics of the radiometer on the T sky measurements and the accuracy of PWV retrieval. In this study, three SRFs ( Fig. 3 ) within 5.0 to 14.5 μm were used. SRFs 1 and 2 were generated by cosine function with different central wavelength and full width at half maximum (FWHM) ( Table 1) , and SRF3 was the actual spectral response of apogee SI series infrared radiometer. 22 Two MODTRAN built-in aerosol models (i.e., rural and urban types) were used in the radiative transfer simulations in the boundary layer (0 to 2 km altitude). 23 The aerosol above 2 km were set to MODTRAN's default settings (2 to 10 km: tropospheric aerosol, >10 km: stratospheric aerosol). The aerosol models in MODTRAN mainly come from LOWTRAN aerosol climatology. The LOWTRAN aerosol data contain the aerosol profiles, single scattering albedos (SSA), asymmetry parameters (ASY), and extinction coefficients (EXT) at 47 wavelengths from 0.2 to 300 μm for several aerosol types (e.g., rural and urban type aerosols). 24, 25 Rural aerosol is assumed to be composed of 70% water soluble material (ammonium, calcium sulfate, and organic compounds) and 30% dust-like aerosol. 24 The urban aerosol is taken to be a mixture of the rural aerosol (80%) with soot-like carbonaceous aerosol (20%). SSA, ASY, and EXT vary with relative humidity (RH) and the aerosol profiles depend on visibility (VIS). 26 The attenuation coefficients of urban and rural aerosol at 70% RH with VIS ¼ 5 km were presented in Fig. 4 .
MODTRAN uses VIS to characterize the aerosols loading. The VIS specifies the surface meteorological range (km) overriding the boundary layer aerosol: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 1 1 6 ; 2 3 3
where 0.01159 km −1 is the surface Rayleigh scattering coefficient at 550 nm. EXT550 (km −1 ) is the surface aerosol extinction at 550 nm. Two aerosol types (i.e., rural and urban models) were selected and VIS were set to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 km, respectively. The VZAs were set to 0 deg and 30 deg for each atmospheric profile. Finally, a total number of 11,880 radiative transfer calculations (198 profiles × 3 SRFs × 2 VZAs × 5 VISs × 2 aerosol types) were performed using MODTRAN 5.2. The Gaussiandistributed random noise was added to get better simulations of real T sky data. For simplicity, the standard deviations of the noise equivalent delta temperature (NEΔT) for SRFs 1 to 3 were set at 0.3 K according to the design requirement for apogee SI series infrared radiometer. In addition, the T sky were also calculated for the MLS and mid-latitude winter (MLW) standard atmosphere for different VZAs, VIS, and aerosol types. 
PWV Retrieval Algorithm by Neural Network Model
Artificial neural networks (NN) are computing systems based on a collection of connected artificial neurons and are especially suited for handling nonlinear and complex problems. 27, 28 NN techniques can describe the relationship between inputs and outputs from training data and have been widely used in geophysical parameter estimations. In this study, a multilayer feed-forward NN was used to retrieve PWV using the T sky and other auxiliary data. Half of the simulated data were used to train the NN, and the other half were used to validate the trained NN. Three statistical factors, determination coefficient (R 2 ), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and bias were used to evaluate the accuracy of PWV estimation models as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 1 1 6 ; 7 1 1
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 1 1 6 ; 6 5 2
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 1 1 6 ; 6 1 5 bias ¼
where PWV ret is the retrieved PWV, PWV true is the true PWV of the global training profiles dataset, and N is the sample size. In general, R 2 is used to assess the degree of consistency but not absolute agreement, and a positive (negative) bias indicates an overestimation (underestimation) of PWV. Low RMSE values indicate a small discrepancy between the estimated and the true PWV.
Results and Discussion
4.1 Relationship Between T sky and PWV Figure 5 showed the T sky spectrum in 5.0 to 14.5 μm of the MLS and MLW standard atmosphere. The T sky in summer is generally higher than that in winter due to the higher air temperature and water vapor in summer. The T sky spectrum of MLS atmosphere mainly ranges from 220 to 294 K and MLW atmosphere ranges from 168 to 272 K. The T sky in the atmospheric absorption bands (e.g., 6.3-μm water vapor and 9.6-μm ozone absorption band) is higher than that in the atmospheric window bands (i.e., 10 to 12 μm). The T sky of MLS atmosphere over 10 to 12 μm is below 240 K, whereas that of MLW atmosphere can be lower than 170 K. The T sky in the atmospheric window bands is low due to the high atmospheric transmittance and the low atmospheric absorption.
The relationship between T sky and PWV under low aerosol loading was better than that of high aerosol loading [ Fig. 6(b) , Table 3 ]. It presents an exponential function relationship, which was consistent with previous studies. 19 The T sky in the atmospheric window (i.e., SRF 2) mainly ranges from 165 to 290 K, whereas that covering 6.3 μm water vapor absorption bands (i.e., SRF 1) ranges from 210 to 290 K. This indicated that a larger dynamic range (i.e., 165 to 290 K) is required for T sky measurements if the thermometers or infrared radiometers operate in atmospheric window bands. In contrast, it is required to cover 170 to 280 K if the radiometer works in a wider spectral range, which includes water vapor and ozone absorption bands.
In addition, T sky showed a better exponential relationship with PWV when the instrument was operated in the atmospheric window than that including strong water vapor and ozone absorption bands ( Table 3 ). The R 2 and RMSE of the retrieved PWV using the exponential function for SRF2 are about 0.971 and 0.310 cm, and that for SRF3 are about 0.960 and 0.362 cm. Furthermore, the relationship between T sky and PWV in high aerosol loading is worse than that in low aerosol loading ( Table 3 ), suggesting that aerosol loadings have an effect on PWV retrievals. With increasing aerosols, the relationship between T sky and PWV gradually deteriorates while the simulated T sky increased [ Fig. 6(a) ].
The influence of water vapor and temperature change at different pressure level on T sky change under different response functions were also analyzed. Figure 7 shows the T sky change for SRFs 1 to 3 due to 5% and 1 K increasing in the water vapor mixing ratio and temperature profile at different pressure level for the MLS atmosphere. The SRFs 1 to 3 are sensitive to the atmosphere >500 hPa. The SRF1 was more sensitive to air temperature than SRF2 and SRF3, and SRF1 was more insensitive to water vapor than SRF2 and SRF3. SRF2 is the most sensitive channel to water vapor and the least sensitive channel to temperature for SRFs 1 to 3. Therefore, it was expected that SRF2 channel can provide more accurate PWV estimation than SRFs 1 and 3. This is consistent with the results of inversion from the simulated data (Tables 2 and 3 ).
In summary, the ground-based radiometer operated in the atmospheric window could provide PWV with higher accuracy than that including 6.3-and 9.6-μm absorption bands, and it should have the ability to capture the lower T sky of the atmosphere. In practical applications, the appropriate channel should be selected according to the detection accuracy of PWV and the PWV characteristics of the study area. Considering the results and channel characteristics of the actual infrared thermometers, the following discussions mainly focus on the results of SRFs 2 and 3.
Effect of Aerosol on T sky
To further investigate the influence of aerosols on T sky , the T sky in different VIS (1 to 4 km) was compared with that for MODTRAN default urban aerosol model (VIS ¼ 5 km) (Fig. 8) . It can be seen that atmospheric aerosol loading change have an obvious effect on T sky . T sky increased significantly with the aerosol concentration especially for the dry atmospheric conditions (i.e., PWV < 2 cm). The influence of aerosol change on T sky decreases with the increase of water vapor. Furthermore, the effect of aerosol on T sky is also affected by the SRF. The T sky corresponding to SRF2 is more affected by aerosol than SRF3. The T sky difference of SRF2 between VIS ¼ 1 km and VIS ¼ 5 km can reach 35 K when PWV < 1 cm, whereas that for SRF3 are generally less than 25 K. Fig. 7 T sky change for SRFs 1 to 3 due to 5% and 1 K increasing in the water vapor mixing ratio (a) and temperature (b) profile at different pressure level for the MLS atmosphere. Furthermore, the T sky of MLS and MLW for different VIS (1 to 10 km) were also calculated. T sky increases with VIS, and the T sky change decreases gradually for large VIS (i.e., > 5 km) ( Figs. 9 and 10 ). T sky change for MLS can reach 18 K when VIS varies from 1 to 10 km. In comparison, the change of T sky for MLW can reach 35 K. It indicates that the aerosol effects need to be considered when PWV was directly retrieved from T sky measurement (i.e., using the exponential function). In comparison, the effect of rural and urban aerosol on T sky for different VIS is comparable, indicating that the aerosol type has little influence on the PWV retrieval.
In conclusion, aerosols have an important influence on T sky due to their extinction effect. It is difficult to identify whether T sky change is caused by aerosol or water vapor change when PWV retrieval was performed directly from T sky . Therefore, it is difficult to obtain high-precision PWV from T sky measurement alone, especially for the high aerosol loading conditions. It indicates that it is necessary to correct the influence of aerosols in the PWV retrieval from T sky .
Effect of VZA on T sky
The influence of VZA on the T sky was also analyzed. The results showed that T sky increase with VZA, and T sky have a good correlation with VZA ( Fig. 11 ). Furthermore, the influence of VZA on T sky is also affected by the SRF. The T sky in the atmospheric windows region (i.e., SRF2) is more sensitive to VZA, with the T sky changes of MLS atmosphere due to the 60 deg change of VZA can reach up to 20 K. In comparison, the T sky changes of MLW atmosphere due to the 60 deg change of VZA are about 15 K. This indicates that the influence of VZA on T sky in moist atmospheric conditions is greater than that in dry conditions.
Neural Network Model Results
In this study, half of the simulated datasets were randomly selected to train the NN, and the remaining half were used to evaluate the accuracy of the trained model. As mentioned in Sec. 2, T sky is not only affected by the atmospheric humidity profile but also by the atmospheric temperature and other atmospheric composition profiles. According to the temperature lapse rate of atmosphere, it is expected the near-surface air temperature (T air ) can represent the atmospheric temperature profile to a certain extent.
Furthermore, near-surface RH and T air can also be easily obtained at stations. Therefore, T air and RH were also considered to be used as the inputs for the NN model. In general, the other absorbing gases profile (e.g., O 3 , CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 O) with high accuracy are difficult to obtain, so these gases were not taken into account in this study.
Aerosols have a significant influence on T sky , and the influence of aerosols should be taken into account in the inversion of PWV. However, it is usually difficult to obtain high-precision aerosol information. This study attempts to reduce the impact of aerosols on PWV retrieval using dual-angle T sky observations (i.e., 0 deg and 30 deg). Table 4 shows the PWV retrieval results of the NN model for different inputs. In general, the PWV accuracy of the NN models is better than the exponential fitting model. The accuracy of the NN model was not obviously improved when RH was added to the model, which indicates that the influence of RH on PWV retrieval can be negligible. In contrast, the accuracy of the model is improved when T air (model 3) was included, with the RMSE decreased from 0.439 to 0.357 cm for SRF2. It is noteworthy that the accuracy of PWV retrievals is obviously improved when the dual-angle T sky was used (model 4). The R 2 , RMSE, and bias of model 4 for SRF2 were 0.989, 0.191, and 0.002 cm, respectively, and were 0.988, 0.202, and −0.007 cm for SRF3 ( Fig. 12 ). It indicates that dual-angle T sky model can effectively reduce the influence of aerosol on PWV retrievals and conduced greatly to PWV estimation from the ground-based infrared T sky measurements.
Conclusions
Sensitivity analyses of PWV retrieval from the ground-based infrared measurements in clear sky conditions were carried out by radiative transfer simulation and retrieval experiments. The effects of SRF (i.e., central wavelength and FWHM), VZA, aerosol loading, and aerosol types on T sky and PWV retrieval were analyzed. The results showed that the SRF, VZA, and aerosol loading have significant effects on T sky and PWV retrievals.
In general, T sky increases with PWV and has an exponential relationship with PWV. Furthermore, T sky showed a better relationship with PWV when the sensor was operated in the atmospheric window than that including strong water vapor and ozone absorption bands. T sky increased with the aerosol loading, the fitting relationship between T sky and PWV will get worse with increasing aerosol loading. In contrast, the influence of aerosol type on T sky is relatively small.
A PWV retrieval algorithm was proposed by NN approach using T sky and other ancillary data such as T air and RH. The results showed that the PWV inversion model based on the single angle T sky (i.e., 0 deg) is more susceptible to aerosols. In contrast, the PWV inversion model based on dual-angle T sky (i.e., 0 deg and 30 deg) can significantly reduce the effects of aerosols. Furthermore, T air can also effectively improve the accuracy of the PWV retrieval. The RMSE of the PWV retrievals by NN model using dual-angle T sky and T air can be less than 0.20 cm.
In summary, the SRF of the radiometer and aerosol have an important effect on T sky and the accuracy of PWV retrievals. In practical applications, the appropriate channel should be selected according to the accuracy requirements for PWV and the characteristics of PWV over the study area. Aerosol must be considered for the PWV retrieval approach using the single angle T sky , and the aerosol effects can be obviously reduced by the dual-angle T sky retrieval approach. In the future, field observations by actual infrared radiometer such as apogee SI series infrared radiometer will be carried out to evaluate the performance of the PWV retrieval algorithm.
